10.2017

Rental Equipment
We want you to have the best equipment during your program so we have available for rent some of the essentials.
If you wish to reserve any equipment please complete this form circling appropriate items and sizes and return it to us.
For all climbing gear rentals of five days or longer there is a 30% discount off the daily rates

					

Climbing Equipment
General ice axes
$5 per day		

65cm		

70cm		

75cm

Technical ice axe
$8 per day

Technical ice hammer
$8 per day

Mountaineering crampons
$5 per day

Technical crampons My boot size is
$8 per day

Snowshoes
$5 per day

Discount

Ski Poles

Total

$3 per day

Harness 				
(with belay plate & locking carabiners)
$3 per day

Rock Shoes
$5 per day

My normal street shoe is		

Mountaineering Boots

My normal street shoe is
$12.50 for 1 day, $18.50 for 2 days, 24.50 for 3 days

My normal rock shoe size is

		

To encourage and to ensure their usage we include helmets on all trips. Check here if you require one.

Name:												Height
Address:											Weight
												Age
State/Zip:				Phone number:					Waist size
												in inches
Program dates:			
Program name:
I accept for use as is the equipment listed on this form. I realize that the listed equipment can fail and can be used for activities which can
cause injury or death, and agree not to hold SMC or its guides liable if such an accident involves the use of the rented equipment.
SIGNED									DATE

What we rent and tips on selecting the right equipment.
General Mountaineering Ice axe
We have a selection of Grivel, Climbaxe and SMC ice axes.
If you are 5'10" a 70cm axe is about right. If you are shorter choose a 60 or 65cm axe. For a height of 6' a 75cm tool
would be best. Rarely will anything longer than 80 cm be required
			
Technical ice axe and Technical ice hammer
We use Black Diamond X-tools, and Charlet Moser Quasars and Pulsars. These are 50 or 55cm for everyone
Mountaineering crampons
We have a selection of Grivel, and Charlet Moser crampons. The modified strap system on these allows them to be
used on a flexible soled boot. They are generally one size fits all, but if you have a very small or large boot we may have
to use a different pair so let us know.
Technical crampons
We have a selection of Black Diamond Switchblade, and Charlet Moser crampons. These have a step in binding system
with a toe-bale and a heel clamp so they need to be used on a rigid soled boot. They are generally one size fits all, but
if you have a very small or large boot we may have to use a different pair so let us know.
Helmet
We have a variety including the light and comfortable BD "Half Dome" models.
Harness (includes belay plate & locking carabiners)
We use Black Diamond Alpine Bod Harnesses.
Ski Poles
We use adjustable BD two section poles that also double as avalanche poles. Use these for hiking or with snowshoes.
Mountaineering Boots
We have available a size run in Scarpa rigid leather boots and a run of Boreal leather general purpose boots. We do not
have very small or very large boots. Please talk to us about boots if you need them since this crucial item can make or
break a trip.
Rock Shoes
We have several size runs in a variety of shoes. To ensure best fit we will often bring a size above and a size below
what you ask for. We like the shoes to be snug but not agonizingly tight especially for long climbs where you will be on
your feet all day.
Other equipment.
We can arrange rentals with Eastside Sports and Mammoth Mountaineering Supply for;
Leather mountaineering boots
Plastic climbing boots
Sleeping bags
Backpacks
Sleeping bags
Telemark ski equipment
Randonee ski equipment

